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NEW TRADE CENTER:
The city of New York is
looking into new plans
for the reconstruction ol
the world Trade center;
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17 dead after Bangladesh bombings
By Farid Hossain
THE ASSOGIATEO PRESS

DHAKA, Bangladesh — Bombs
lore through four movie theaters
packed with Muslims celebrating
the end of Ramadan on Saturday,
killing at least 17 people and
wounding 200, police and witnesses said.
The bombs went off within 30
minutes of each other starting at
about (> p.m., and were believed
planted in the projection rooms
of the theaters, a police official
said on condition of anonymity.
Manv of the victims were

injured by falling bricks or steeL
The death toll could rise because
some of the wounded were in
critical condition, doctors said.
The movie theaters in the town
of Mymensingh, about 70 miles
north of the capital Dhaka, were
crowded with people celebrating
Eid-al-Fitr, the Islamic festival
marking the end of Ramadan.
About 3,000 people were believed
to be inside and around the theaters when the explosions
occurred.
"It was a terrible scene. Doctors
were overwhelmed with so many

Court to
review law
on cross
burning
By Larry O'Dell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

RICHMOND, Va. — Racial
hatred was a somewhat abstract
concept to Susan lubilee, who
grew up in an open-minded white
family, so the gravity of her husband's words did not sink in
immediately.
lames lubilee, who is black, had
just found a partially charred
cross in the front yard of their
Virginia Beach home. I le told his
wife he stowed the 4-foot cross in
the garage because he didn't want
her or their two sons to be scared.
"Ii really took me a minute to
understand what he was saying."
Susan lubilee said.
Someone wanted her family
out of the neighborhood, she said,
and they used the longtime Ku
KIux Klan symbol to deliver the
message.
"That's the first warning. Next,
they will come back and bum the
house down," she said.
Four years after the 1998 incident, the U.S. Supreme Court will
hear arguments Wednesday on
whether burning a cross is constitutionally protected expression or
an overt threat that can be
banned by the states. The justices'
ruling, expected next year, could
affect laws in about a dozen other
states.
The Virginia Supreme Court
ruled 4-3 last year that the state's
50-year-old law against cross
binning violated the right to free
speech.
Virginia Attorney General lerry
Kilgore asked the U.S. Supreme
Court to review the decision.
"We believe that when somec me intentionally bums a cross for
the purpose of intimidating
another person, it ought to be a
crime and stales around the
country ought to be able to protect their citizens." Kilgore said in
an interview.
Two neighbors were convicted
of attempting to bum the cross on
the jubilees' lawn — one of two
Virginia cases involved in the
Supreme Court review.
In the other case, Barry Black of
lohnstown, Pa., was convicted of
burning a cross during a Klan rally
on private land. His trial drew
national attention when the
American Civil Liberties Union
hired a black lawyer, David P
Baugh, to defend Black.
University of Richmond law
professor Rodney Smolla. a
prominent T'irst Amendment
BURNING, PAGE 2

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"It was a terrible scene. Doctors were overwhelmed with so many injured people
being brought to the hospital."
MUZAHED AHMED,
TEACHER

injured people being brought to
the hospital," said Muzahed
Ahmed, a.university teacher who
took part in the rescue work.
A local television channel
reported a fifth explosion at a
movie
theater
outside
Mymensingh, but police denied

that.

No one claimed responsibility
for the blasts. Police chief
Modabbir Hossain Chowdhury
said the explosions appeared to
be "the works of an organized
group," but did not identify any
suspects.

Ten people were killed instantly, while five others died on way to
a hospital, a local resident quoted
doctors as saying Two other men
died later of their injuries.
lahangir Alain, a journalist, was
standing near one of the theaters
before the explosions occurred.
"I heard a big bang and then
saw many people running for
shelter," Alam told The
Associated Press by phone.
There were bodies lying in blood
and many injured crving for
help-

Hospital
officials
have
appealed for blood donations to
treat the injured. Hundreds of relatives gathered outside the government hospital and leveral
others to get information about
their loved ones.
One bomb exploded as people
came out of a movie theater after
a show Movies were on at the
time of the explosions
Similar bombings of a theater
and a circus show killed six people and wounded 200 in
September in the southwest.

PEACE CORPS

SEARCHING FOR PEACE
The Peace Corps
offers experience
and perspective to
college graduates.
By Shannon E. Kolkedy
MANAGING EDITOR

Students expecting to graduate within the next year have
plenty to think about. Many
arc uncertain about their plans
for the immediate future, while
others have specific goals
mind.
With the struggling economy and the current job shortage, many college students,
whatever career desires they
may have, may be in search of
alternative employment following graduation. The Peace
Corps offers one alternative
that is receiving considerable
attention.
"College students are running into the situation where
there are less job opportunities
than there were a couple of
years ago," Dennis Hefner,
assistant director and recruiting manager for Career
Services said. "What we basically had was a supply and
demand inequity. There were
more jobs available typically
than there were candidates
that were qualified for those
jobs."
During those periods of
greater demand, students in
majors that have lower placement rates find more jobs
available to them because
employers expand the type of
candidate they're looking for.
Hefner said
"In today's market, the number of employers seeking new

college hires has decreased,"
he said. "The number of positions that college recruiters are
seeking have decreased. What
that signals for students is that
typically students may have to
work a little harder to find the
best jobs ... and the competition is going to be fierce for
those jobs"
"Seniors aren't finding as
many job opportunities as they
were last year. The lackluster
job market has partially contributed to the interest in Peace
Corps," said Scot Roskelley,
public affairs specialist in the
Peace Corps regional office in
Chicago, in a press release.
Currently, the number of
completed applications is up
17 percent over last year. Also,
Internet traffic is up 231 percent
while information
inquiries are up 43 percent.
In addition to the struggling
job market, President George
W. Bush continues to encourage Americans to do more volunteer work. Roskelley noted.
In Bush's State of the Union
Address, he addressed hopes
for doubling the number of
Peace Corps volunteers in the
next five years.
According to Hefner, extended volunteer experience, such
as the Peace Corps, can allow
students who aren't already
qualified for the job they hope
to attain to gain valuable skills
that will catch an interviewer's
attention.
Some skills include effective
communication, organizational skills and proven hard work
to achieve goals.
"If you don't get started out

The Peace Ops
HELPING HAND: Azikiwe Chandler is an urban youth development volunteer in Nicaragua. He
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teaches English to high school students, and organized a soccer team for boys.

Democrat senator elected in late midterm
By Guy Coates
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — President
Bush's midterm election magic
failed in Louisiana as Democrat
Sen. Mary Landrieu defeated a
strong
challenge
from
Republican Suzanne Haik Terrell
in an unusual December runoff.
National Democratic Party
leaders saw Landrieu's close victory as salve for their wounded
pride after November elections
that boosted Bush's numbers in
Cheryl Garter AP Photo Congress and gave the GOP con,rol of ,he Senale

WINNER: New senator Mary Landrieu is flanked by Sen. John
Breaux, left, and Rep. William Jefferson, as she thanks her
supporters during a press conference in New Orleans yesterday.
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Sen. Tom Daschle, D-S.D., soon
to lose his job as Senate majority

leader, said Landrieu's victory
"proves the Democrats are alive
and well" and noted that
Louisiana voters also chose
Democrat Rodney Alexander
over Republican Lee Fletcher for
(he open congressional seat in
the 5th District.
"Her victory puts a happy ending on a tough year for
Democrats,"
Sen.
loseph
Lieberman, D-Conn., said on
"Fox News Sunday."
White House spokesman Scon
McClellan said the president
"congratulates Senator landrieu
and looks forward to Congress
returning, and working in a

bipartisan way with Republicans
and Democrats, including
Senator landrieu, to get things
done."
Terrell stayed in seclusion
Sunday.
landrieu. 46, agreed at a news
conference Sunday that the campaign was a battle between her
and Bush.
"If there is one state that can
stand up against destructive, poison partisanship, it's Louisiana."
she said.
Complete but unofficial
returns had Landrieu with
ELECTION, PAGE 2
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Peace Corps: a post-college alternative
PEACE. FROM PAGE 1

College seniors interested in
you can leam a lot about yourself
— about your skills, your talents serving in the Peace Corps followand abilities and what you're ing graduation are encouraged to
comfortable with. So, it sort of apply now, Roskelley said. The
starts with the person themselves application process can last
and saying \vhat type of opportu- between nine months and a year.
The Peace Corps is looking for
nities do I like?" said Pete
Lafferty, coordinator of commu- college graduates in any major to
nity service programs in the serve in 70 countries throughout
the world.
Office of Campus Involvement
"Sometimes the volunteer
"The most important thing is
opportunities that students can having a desire to help people,"
experience as an undergraduate Roskelley said. He also noted that
student or even into some of the flexibility and a "go-with-thepost-college volunteer opportu- flow" attitude is beneficial.
nities are sometimes a little safer
The first step needed to
environment where you can try become a Peace Corps is filling
out a lengthy paper application.
things out."
After completing his or her Along with general personal
commitment, returned volun- employment information, the
teers are given approximately Peace Corps requires an appli$6,000 to establish themselves cant to list any government intelonce they return to the United ligence activities and organizaStates or for further travel abroad. tions he or she is involved in. Also,
Returned volunteers also have the applicant must list complete
preferred status when interview- employment history and coming for federal government jobs munity and volunteer activities.
for one year following service Applicants are also required to
completion, Roskelley said.
include legal and financial infor-

PROJECT AREAS

in the job or type job you wanted
to, you can start there (with the
Peace Corps)," Heftier said. "For
students it's a decision whether
you are willing to commit one or
two years of your life in order to
get where you want to go."
The Peace Corps requires a 27month commitment, during
which volunteers receive a
monthly stipend intended to
cover food, housing and other
necessities. Volunteers also
receive full medical and dental
insurance for the duration of
their commitment, Roskelley
said.
Peace Corps assignments fall
under several categories, including education, business, environment, agriculture, health and
community development. Even
though people with degrees in
these fields are valuable to the
Peace Corps, individuals of any
educational background are welcome to apply.

The Peace Corps currently has
volunteers in 72 countries.
Volunteers serve in the following project areas:
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Volunteer work can also offer
more personal benefits, such as
making an individual grow as a
person and helping decide what
types of career fields the individual is suited for.
"From volunteer work. I think

643,359 votes, or 52 percent, to
603,293 for Terrell, the slate's
elections commissioner said.
Turnout was 43 percent, about
two points below the primary figures.
Turnout was a key to
Landrieu's victory. Although
Republicans launched their "72hour" plan of volunteers going
on the phone and in the street to
gel the voters to the polls, the
Democrats were more successful, particularly among blacks.
Terrell got some momentum
going in the final week as Bush
visited. However, said Ed
Renwick of the loyola Institute of
Politics, "That momentum was
temporary, transient."
Landrieu, as expected, took
the urban areas with heavy black
voter concentrations and Terrell

won in most of the bedroom
communities built by white flight
from the cities.
In all, Landrieu carried 35 of
the 64 parishes.
Landrieu was on the defensive
from Republican mudslinging
ads throughout Louisiana's
unique open primary campaign
in which candidates of both parties run. The negative campaigning held her to 46 percent of the
vote on Nov. 5; Terrell came in
second in a field of nine candidates to win the other runoff
spot.
During the runoff campaign,
both sides got into negative television ads that dominated prime
time.
"I think a large number of voters were so turned off by the ads
said, 'a plague on both houses,'"
and stayed home, Renwick said.
Both candidates are centrists

and mil far apart on issues such
as Social Security, health care
and prescription drugs.
However,
national
Republicans resorted to TV ads
labeling Landrieu as the most
liberal senator in slate history,
claiming she lived in a
Washington mansion and had
losl louch with the people back
home. They also accused her of
voting 120 limes lo raise taxes,
although Landrieu was one of
the Democrals who boiled and
voted for Bush's lax package.
In the final days of (he campaign, one radio ad featured a
Bill Clinton impersonator saying
Landrieu was closer lo Hillary
than he was.
During the primary, Landrieu
maintained her distance and did
not respond lo the attacks, a tactic she later said was a mistake.
Finally, her campaign cranked

BGSU
LEADERSHAPE
2003
Are you looking to enhance
your leadership skills?
Do you want to build more
successful work teams?
\
• Do you want to make a larger
impact at BGSU?

Minorities are also encouraged to
apply.
"We have a particular need for
people who have taken French
classes — even a year or two of
French. We have posts in countries in the Caribbean and West
Africa where French is the predominant language," Roskelley
said in a press release.
"Even though we provide
intensive language training for
any location during the first three
months of service, we like to have
people with some previous
French training to place in the
French-speaking countries."
Currently, seven Bowling
Green State University alumni
serve in the Peace Corps. In the
Corps' 41 -year history, 159 BGSU
graduates have served.
"Peace Corps service gives
individuals a whole new perspective of the world around them,"
Roskelley said. "You end up viewing the U.S. and the rest of the
world a little differently — a view
that you can't as a tourist."

Cross-burning law
relies on precedent

Louisiana elects new democrat
ELECTION. FROM PAGE 1

mation, marital status, number
of dependents, educational background, knowledge in foreign
languages and any special certifications he or she may have.
Once the application packet
has been reviewed and medical
and dental clearance is given, an
interview is scheduled with a
recruiter. Following the inierview,
the recruiter then decides
whether or not to formally nominate acandidate. Once the candidate is approved, he or she is sent
to the placement office. The
recruiters then evaluate the candidate's skills and match the skills
with a specific destination. The
applicant has the opportunity to
list his or her placement preferences on the initial application.
According to the Peace Corps
Web site, scarce skills needed
from volunteers include French
speakers, business skills, teachers
of F.nglish as a foreign language,
certified teachers and familiarity
with agriculture, environmental
education
and
forestry.

out its own mud, trying lo portray Terrell as a backer of the prescription drug industry who
would favor high drug prices.
landrieu also scored with
repeated accusations lhat the
Bush administration had struck
a secret deal with the Mexican
govemmeni lo import millions
of tons of sugar — a move she
said would hurt Louisiana sugar
cane fanners.
Abortion was an undercurrent
throughout the campaign.
Landrieu supports abortion
rights with limits and Terrell is
anti-abortion, although she was
accused of waffling on her position.
Both candidates are Roman
Catholic, as are 1.3 million of the
state's 4.4 million people. Yard
signs without any candidate's
name urged people to "vote prolife."

BURNING, FROM PAGE 1

lawyer, took over for Baugh on
appeal and will urge the
Supreme Court to affirm (he
Virginia jusliccs' ruling.
"Our position is lhat it violates
the Hirst Amendment lo single
oul any particular symbol or
symbolic rilual for special punishment, even though that symbolic ritual may be highly offensive to most people," Smolla
said.
The Virginia Supreme Court
relied heavily on a U.S. Supreme
Court decision 10 years ago
striking down a St. Paul, Minn.,
ordinance that ouUawed crossburning if it was aimed at others

"on the basis of race, color, creed
or gender." Thai ordinance violated the First Amendment's
free-speech protection because
il sought to ban only certain
viewpoints, the high court said.
Kilgoresaid that ruling should
not apply in Virginia because the
stale's law protected everyone,
nol jusl ihose of targeted
because of race or other characteristics.
Ten months after the cross
burning, the lubilees moved,
fearing for their children's safety.
"It has embiltered us a little
bit," Susan jubilee said. "It
showed me racism is still alive. It
jusl kind of popped my bubble."
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CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY

COME AND SEE
WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU

J
Information Sessions:

your purchases

Tuesday, December 10, 2002
Wednesday, January 22, 2003
Tuesday, February 4, 2003
9:15 p.m. at the Union 201B

Last

Applications are available at the Office of Campus Involvement or at:

www.bgsu.edu/ofTices/sa/getinvolved/leadershape.html
Completed applications should be turned into the Office of Campus Involvement,
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union, by

Monday,
December 9

■ BGSU Clothing
• BGSU Imprinted Gifts & Jewelry
• Art Supplies
■ Gifts
1

9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Friday, February 7, 2003

+

Day

General Reading Books

• Juvenile Gifts
• Gift Books
■ Cards

No other discounts apply.
This discount does not apply to textbooks, software, caps &
gowns, class rings, electronics, food, health and beauty aids.

For more information:
Call Campus Involvement
372-2343
or email
Involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
*
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CHORAL SOCIETY TO HOLD REHEARSALS
The Choral Society will be having weekly rehearsals on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. beginning Jan. 20 in room 1040
of the Moore Musical Center. Those interested in auditioning may sing a solo in any language. An accompanist will be provided. To schedule an audition call the
College of Musical Arts at 372-2181.

www.bgnews.com/campus
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Fhct .iktul.tr of events i« taken from
http://cvents.bnsu.nlu

Lean Manufacturing: Leadership
The final 3-day seminar in the
Lean Manufacturing Certification
Program. Participants will learn lo
apply fhe Psychology of Beliefs,
Wants and Needs to transform the
organization. They will discover fhe
essential personality characteristics of fhe transformational agent
of change and learn how to decide
who should lead implementation.
Fee. For more information contact
Continuing Education.
International & Summer Programs
at 491.372.8181 or toll-free
877.650.8165.
Perrysburg. OH. Holiday Inn French
Quarter
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UA0 Tye-dyed shirts and jewelry
sale
Education Bldg. steps
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Holiday Rattle
Phi Beta Sigma will be selling raffle tickets.
Union Lobby

^^^^^*

1030 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta Blue Light Special
Union Lobby
Noon - 3 p.m.
Obsidian Raffle
Union Lobby
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Christmas Sale
Sponsored by fhe Association for
Women in Communication.
Union Lobby
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.
NSSLHA Raffle Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
4 pm.
Competitions in Music
Performance Preliminaries
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center
4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Writers Group
An hour-long haven for writers.
those who like to write, and those
dragged along by their writer
friends Open to anyone in the

DfcLyou know..
^
**<%
The life span of afj

6:30 p.m - 8 p.m.
Anorexia & Bulimia Support
Group
Sponsored by the Student Health
Center and the Counseling Center,
this support group is for women at
all stages of recovery.
Confidentiality is emphasized.
Please contact ludy Miller for more
information, 372-7425. Meets
every Monday from 6:30-8:00 p.m.
107 Hanna Hall
TBA
The Association for Women In
Communications fund-raiser
Looking for a unique holiday gift?
Stop by fhe AWC fable in the Union
Lobby where handmade ornaments
packaged with baked goods will be
on sale. The cost is $5.
Union Lobby
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DANCE
MARATHON
OVERALL
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Tuesday, December 10, 2002
P 9:15pm in the BTSU Ballroom
* 2002 Videos available
for pickup/ purchase*
Questions? 372-0530

I
We are authorized dealers for

You can create original bracelets in solid 18k
gold charms! Your name... your hobby... whatever
is exclusively YOU! Accept no imitations! BOXtKJC
is the authentic Charm of Italy! See our great
selection, including crystal, gems and enamels!

Your purchase is FREE if it snows 4"
or more on January 1st 2003.
No purchase necessary
Come in for details!
R. Howard Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

BGSU community. For further information, contact Teresa Milbrodt at
372-9683 or
terrian@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Meets
every Monday from 4:00-5:00 p.m.
The tibmen's Center. l07Hanna
Hall

Just another

Manic Monday..
Wish it were

Sunday...

Company buys Napster
By Randy Winder
DAIIf COUEGIAN
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. Napster is back with a new
name, but now for a price.
The software company Roxio
purchased Ihe famous file-sharing program for about S5.2 million dollars lasl week. The
Recording Industry Association
of America is salisfied that
Napster's old ways of allowing
Ihe illegal downloading of copyrighted material are no more.
Roxio will now be a subscription-based service, and a percentage of its profits will go to
.irtists and record labels.
Cary Sherman, presidenl and
general counsel of RIAA. said he
thinks Roxio isa legitimate company.
Gary
Augustson,
Pennsylvania State University
information
technology
provost, said Roxio is the model
needed for legally acquiring
Internet files.
Since Napsler's demise in
20OI, many students now use
alternative programs like Kazaa
and Morpheus that operate the
same way Napster did. RIAA is
calling on universities nationwide, including Perm State, to
stop the large-scale use of illegal
peer-to-peer Internet file sharing.

Sherman said universities
such as Penn State are contributing to an increasing number of copyright law infringements that are hurting the
record
and
entertainment
industry. The RIAA has evidence
of massive violations occurring
Bl universities across the country, Sherman added.
"The university wouldn't
want to send mixed messages of
condoning illegal filing sharing,"
he said.
Penn State President Graham
Spanier will be co-chairing a
committee to study intellectual
property issues and their effect
on higher education and the
entertainment industry. The
committee will include the
RIAA, the Motion Picture
Association of America and others.
Sherman said music consumption is at record highs, but
not many people are paying for
it. I le said last year record sales
decreased by 5 percent, and the
overall music market went
down by 10 percent.
Augustson said there is a possibility Penn State could subscribe to a service like Roxio and
make the service available lo
students in order to ensure students are downloading material
legally. This would only be done

if ihe university determines
offering such a service would
serve an educational purpose,
he added.
Penn Stale does not monitor
the content of what is downloaded through its network,
although it does monitor users'
volume
of
downloading.
Augustson said if there is valid
evidence of music piracy, ihe
Office of Judicial Affairs would
lake action.
Some students said they support Roxio.
Harold Hall (freshman-communications) said he thinks
downloading
copyrighted
material is wrong, but said it is
so easily accessible and such a
widespread practice that many
students do not consider the
legality of the act.
"I would be upset, too, if I was
an artist and I didn't get paid for
my hard work Paying for a new
service like Roxio is only fair to
my favorite groups," he said.
Kevin Graham (freshmannursing) also said programs like
Kazaa and Morpheus are
wrong.
"If the university had a way or
subscription program that we
could do this legally that is as
easy as it is now, I would support
it 110 percent," he said.

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER

Thursday. December 5:
Complainant reported a University
key missing from Founders front
desk.
Annette Falvo, from Parma. Ohio,
struck the vehicle of Erin Roszman,
from Marion, Ohio, with her vehicle
in Lot).
Complainant reported his vehicle
was involved in a hit skip accident
while parked in Lot 2.

Complainant reported his jacket
was taken from Hanna Hall.
Complainant reported that a wallet and wedding band were stolen
from her room.
Matthew S. King, from North
Royalton, Ohio, was cited for petty
theft after an altered faculty/staff
parking decal was found in his vehicle.
A report was received of the smell

of something electrical burning in
127 Hayes Hall An officer and the
night manager maintenance person
were sent to check it out. The smell
was strongest in room 128. The
Bowling Green Fire Depanment was
contacted and asked to use their
thermal imager to try and Ixate the
source of the smell Nothing was
found.

2 Locations
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QUOTEI XillOTK
"Victory will be yours always, God willing."
SADDAM HUSSEIN, to his military leaders, on what may happen if the United
States does not approve of the outcome of the U. N. inspections

I WIRE EDITORIAL! IIAIiVAHl) UNIVERSITY

OPINION

An eighty-two-year-old mistake
In laic May of 1920, a secret
court was created by Harvard's
president to investigate and discipline homosexual students and
those who associated with them.
The group of five I larvard
administrators, created to investigate the suicide of Cyril B.
Wilcox, Class of 1922, was called
"The Court."
The ad hoc tribunal spent the
next two weeks investigating students from the College and some
graduate schools, essentially
prosecuting them for homosexu-

ality.
By early June, the court
expelled seven college students
and told them not only to leave
campus, but Cambridge as well.
Three other University-affiliated
men were deemed "guilty" by the
court. Two were expelled from
their graduate school programs,
and all were blacklisted by the
University's employment office.
While three of the college students — those who had only
associated with homosexuals—
were allowed to return to

Harvard to complete their
undergraduate degrees, others
were not. One committed suicide soon after his expulsion.
Such blatant homophobia and
discrimination by Harvard, even
in 1920, is deplorable. The existence of such a court and the
prosecution of students on the
basis of sexual orientation is
appalling.
The events that transpired in
the 1920s are not excusable
because the atmosphere at
Harvard and in society was less

understanding at the time. In a
statement to The Crimson,
University President Lawrence
II. Summers said: "These reports
of events long ago are extremely
disturbing. They are part of a
past that we have rightly left
behind... I want to express our
deep regret for the way this situation was handled, as well as the
anguish the students and their
families must have experienced
eight decades ago."
While it is encouraging that
Summers expressed Harvard's

regret, the University should
offer a more full apology by
granting posthumous honorary
diplomas to the students who
were not allowed to complete
earning their Harvard degrees. In
many cases, these students
could not complete their schooling elsewhere because of the
University's blacklist.
The University still refuses to
release the names of the students, making it difficult to grant
them diplomas. But this position
ignores the crucial issue that the

students in 1920 had done no
wrong. By not revealing the students' names, the University
implies that they were accused of
some legitimate transgression;
nothing could be further from
the truth.
The University can never compensate these students for their
cruel persecution. Granting the
students honorary diplomas is
the best way Harvard can make
amends today for one of the
darkest moments in its history

PEOPLE US. should look
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"Comet. He's cool and fast.'
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Kids need to learn tolerance
Guest Columnists

As part of a "community
action project" for a women's
studies class, we decided to
approach the topic of women's
roles in families. Women, as we
have learned in this course, are
wrongly stereotyped as part of
the middle-class, heterosexual,
stay-at-home mothers.
In an attempt to break this
generalization, we had hoped to
start a project at theWtood
County District Public library,
which is currently being renovated. The focus of our story-time
was going to be non-traditional
families — specifically, single
mothers, grandmothers/aunts as
mothers and lesbian parents. We
wanted to act as volunteers and
read books on these this topic to
children during the "story time"
offered.
Following this, we hoped to
ask the children to paint a picture of a family different than
their own. The person at the
library we contacted with this
proposal was Katy East, in
charge of the story time program. We had approached Ms.
Fast earlier this semester about
presenting a story time to her
usual groups of 3-5 year old children. There was, of course, no
intention of preaching our own

GREGORY K.
WILLIAMS

U-WIRE

MACKLEMM0N
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

ANDY JONES AND
KERENSA FRALEY

at its own leaders

beliefs except those of acceptance of the variety of family
types and women's role in the
family. Unfortunately, because
Ms East does not feel tolerance is
a top priority in a public library,
we were not able to carry out this
community action project.
When first contacted, Ms. East
said she would have to think
about our proposal before giving
us a definite answer. She also
said that the topic of lesbian parents, because controversial, may
not be appropriate for story
time. In our follow-up call later
in the semester, we were told we
absolutely could not present
story time to the children
because of our topic area. Ms.
East claimed that a child having
two mothers is not a concept
that 3-5 year old children would
understand. She said that, during this time, children are just
forming ideas of mother, father,
aunt, grandma, etc. and would
not be able to comprehend a
family that didn't have a mother
and a father — specifically, one
with two mothers. She seemed
to have no worries that children
could grasp a family in which a
grandmother functions as a
mother, but it certainly seems
that two mothers would be
problematic for this age group.
When asked how children
might be able to understand the
concept of grandparents or
aunts/uncles when they can't see
them or may not even know or
have any. she had no reply. It was

suggested that it seems if the
children could understand and
conceptualize relatives they don't
know well, don't know at all, or
may not even have, they should
similarly be able to understand
how a family doesn't necessarily
have both a mother and a father.
Again, Ms. East disagreed and
indirectly answered that,
because she directed the program, her word was the final one
as to whether a book was read,
and she refused to have "Heather
Has Two Mommies" read to the
children. This book is, in fact,
supplied in the library for children to read. Flowever, the book
is not permitted to be read to
children by volunteers.
The idea that tolerance is not
and cannot be taught to the next
generation is quite risky to merely accept. We recommend that
action be taken on this matter by
our liberal campus. Not because
we want to change the morals or
beliefs of parents and children,
but because we want to change
the level of awareness nf the
diversity among families.
A public library is public for a
reason, and legally, our voices
should be heard. Young adult
volunteers have been turned
away because one "authority"
makes an executive decision
based on her personal value
preference of conservariveness
over teaching acceptance! The
library under-construction
needs to renovate their policy,
not their facilities.

PATWATKINS
SENIOR
SECONDARY EDUCATION
"Vixen. She sounds hot."

w
JOHN HAYS
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Blitzen. He'd be cool
to party with."

ADAM F0SNAUGH
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

BOSTON-While it is true
that members of Islamic terrorist organizations, namely al
Qaeda. Hamas and the Islamic
Jihad, have been responsible
for a rash of attacks, they are a
very small minority of the
Islamic world.
People like Pat Robertson, a
vociferous representative of the
Christian Coalition, who
declare Mohammed a terrorist,
give the terrorists a further reason to despise Americans The
many Osama bin Ladens of the
world look for the ignorant
things that Americans say to
find further reasons to hate us.
It also gives people like
Robertson a diversion from the
Christian extremists who support him (some of which are
members of terrorist organizations like the Ku Klux KJan).
Yes, it is true that the
American media found many
of the "celebrations, antiAmerican riots and other such
rallies, praising Osama bin
laden." However, a vast majority of Muslims worldwide sympathized with the rest of the
world for such an atrocious
tragedy. And people of all
faiths, Muslims included,
would realize that what happened on that day was wrong.
However, what our country
does in countries such as
Afghanistan and Iraq is also
wrong.
The United States government, the largest possessor of
nuclear and biochemical
weapons worldwide, has taken
it upon themselves to raid
struggling countries, such as
Afghanistan and Iraq, and help
its allies attack people that
don't even have a country. Just
around this time last winter,
during Islam's holy month of
Ramadan, bombs dropped
throughout the impoverished
country of Afghanistan. Where
did those bombs and warplanes come from? You

"Dancer, because he
expresses his feelings
through the art of dance."

guessed it — the United States.
Just a little more than a
month ago. Congress granted
President Bush a carte blanche
to preemptively attack Iraq, if
he deems it necessary, with or
without the backing of the
United Nations. Such actions
from the world's most powerful
and aggressive nation can
make the hairs on the back of
the necks of the most peaceful
people in the Middle East
stand on end. Such a war will
result in further instability for a
region of the world that can
barely stand on its feet.
By saying that Americans
shouldn't support the idea that
the Islamic faith is a peaceful
one, you are permitting a long
and massive war to be tattooed
on the arms of the world's citizens And by justifying such a
war, for reasons other than a
pursuit of oil, with reasons of
combating terror (or belligerent Muslim extremists), it is
allowing for a continuation of
the Crusades that took place
nearly a thousand years ago.
Such a war is only justifying
the mass hysteria being
encountered on both sides of
the globe, and attacking countries like Iraq makes the
American people just as evil as
the terrorists If the American
people were brave enough to
face the insecurities brought
on by terrorists, they would
have die guts to stand up and
denounce the war on terror
and speak face-to-face with
them, in terms of peace.
Perhaps, Mr. Cavalier, you
should write a petition to the
members of congress, calling
for the leaders of the world to
unite and try to resolve disputed issues in a diplomatic fashion.
The pope's fear of a "clash of
civilizations" is a legitimate
one, and it is a shame that the
world's leaders, east and west,
do not have the foresight that
war is the worst possible way to
solve and assuage disputes.
The leaders who do realize that
war is the wrong answer to
such global tragedies are not
speaking loud enough
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ALASKA QUAKE YIELDS HELPFUL INFORMATION
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —The Nov. 3 earthquake that
struck Alaska's remote interior is letting seismologists to
figure how densely populated areas might fare in a simi-1
lar-sized temblor. The Denali earthquake opened a 186-1
mile scar across Alaska, splitting even the glaciers in its
path. But the quake didn't harm people or buildings,
since the region is so sparsely populated.

NATION

WTC reconstruction plans unveiled
By Karen Matthews
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — As officials prepare seven alternative plans for
reconstruction of theVVorldTrade
Center — including a memorial
in the sky and the world's tallest
tower — doubts about who is in
charge of the process threaten to
muffle the fanfare.
"Things are very unclear," said
Mark Ginsberg, a leader of New
York New Visions, a coalition of
architects and planners. "There
are all these different agencies
coming out with different plans
— hopefully with some coordination."
The
Lower
Manhattan
Development Corp., a city-state
agency created after last year's
terrorist attacks to guide downtown redevelopment, plans in
unveil seven new designs Dec. 18.
Several of the plans include a
tower that would be the tallest in
the world, said a redevelopment
official who spoke on condition

of anonymity. Malaysia's Petronas
Twin Towers, at 1,483 feet, are
now the world's tallest.
All of the plans include memorials to the victims of the Sept. 11
attack, the official said. One plan
places it on top of a building,
while another incorporates a formal, sunken garden.
"They're inspiring. I think they
are exactly what we need," said
Roland Betts, a board member of
the development agency who has
seen early versions of the plans.
But as the plans near publicrelease, the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey, which owns
the 16-acrc trade center site, says
it expects to produce a separate
master plan early next year.
The development corporation
released its first batch of six proposals for the trade center last
July. The plans all featured office
buildings grouped around a
memorial to the Sept. 11 victims
— and all were dismissed as
bland and boring.

The agency then put out a call
for new architects to produce
designs with relaxed requirements for the amount of commercial space the new buildings
must accommodate.
A final plan is to be chosen in

February

The development corporation
and the Port Authority have
promised several times to cooperate, only to have their efforts
later diverge.
Port Authority Executive
Director loseph Seymour said last
month that his agency's plan for
ground zero would focus on
nuts-and-bolts concerns such as
transportation improvements.
Appearing to contradict
Seymour, development corporation head louisfomson said last
week that the authority's architect
would not release his own plan
hut would work with the development corporation's staff "to
review the plans that are presented by the seven architects."

Tomson acknowledged "many
spirited debates" between the
two agencies but said they are
working together. How the two
agencies' plans will be merged is
unclear, although an official
familiar with the rebuilding
process said Sunday the agencies
reached an agreement last week
on a single integrated master
plan process.
Some independent urban
planners worry that government
agencies won't produce a design
worthy of the challenge.
Robert Yaro, president of the
Regional Plan Association, said
he recently joined a group of civic
leaders touring comparable projects in Europe such as Berlins
Itottsdammer Plate.
"Everywhere we went, business leaders, government leaders
said that there are very, very high
expectations for what we're going
to deliver at the trade center sile."
he said. "The world is watching."

Frank Franklin II APPtoto
RECONSTRUCTION: A thin layer of snow covers the ground at the
World Trade Center site Dec. 6. The lower Manhattan Development
Corp., a city-state agency created alter Sept. 11 attacks to guide
downtown redevelopment, plans to unveil seven new designs lor the
World Trade Center on Dec. 18.

Protest adds fuel to call for priesfs resignation
By Bipasha Ray
IHE ASSOCIAItO PRESS

BOSTON — Pacing rekindled
outrage from priests and parishioners over new revelations of
clergy misconduct, Cardinal
Bernard Law stayed away from
the Cathedral of the Holy Cross
on Sunday as protesters renewed
calls for his resignation.
Some 400 protesters gathered
outside the cathedral, where Law
had been expected to celebrate
Mass, as they have since the
abuse scandal erupted in
January. An archdiocese spokes-

woman refused to say where Law
was, saying only that he had no
public schedule.
Sunday's larger-than-usual
protest was fueled by last week's
release of new internal church
documents containing some of
the most spectacular allegations
yet, suggesting church officials
tolerated a wide range of clergy
misconduct, and not just sexual
abuse of boys.
His presence here is hindering
the ability of the victims to come
out. 1 le is the real voice of dissent
here. He is the one flouting

Catholic teachings time and
again," said lean Garrity, 43, of
Wellesley, a member of the dissident group Voice of the Faithful.
law has brushed off calls for
his resignation for months, but
for the first time he now faces the
same request from priests.
Boston-area priests have been
circulating a draft statement calling for Law's resignation. The
petition praises Law for his leadership, but says the release of
damaging internal church files
makes his resignation "a necessary step."

'(The) events of recent months
and, in particular, of these last
few days, make it clear to us that
your position as our bishop is so
compromised that it is no longer
possible for you to exercise the
spiritual leadership required for
the church of Boston," the petition reads
The draft document initially
called for 50 signatures, but the
Rev. Robert Bullock, the head of a
250-member Boston Priests
Forum, said Sunday it would
require many more signatories to
indicate a "consensus" that Law

had to go. Once the document also said Law was not detened by
was finished, he would sign it Sunday's protest at the cathedral,
himself, he said.
but would not say where he was.
"We need new leadership, and
The latest personnel papers,
we cannot build trust and confi- part of a huge collection of
dence without new leadership," church files that victims' lawyers
he said.
pried from the archdiocese, docThe Boston Priests Forum ument a priest beating his houseplans to discuss calling on Law to keeper and threatening alleged
resign at a meeting Friday, he sex abuse victims, another tradsaid.
ing cocaine for sex, and a third
Archdiocese spokeswoman claiming to be the second comDonna Morrissey said she could ing of Christ in order to entice
not comment on the petition teenagers training to be nuns into
because she had not seen it. She having sex.
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AMERICAN DIES AFTER FINISHING MARATHON
MONTEGO BAY, Jamaica (AP) — An American runner
collapsed and died after finishing a marathon in the
southwestern Jamaican resort town of NegriLThe man
was among the top finishers in the Reggae Marathon
Saturday and fell after receiving a medal. Police identified him as Jim Lindstrom, a 59-year-old Boston
finance executive.

Al-Qaida warns
of more attacks
By Maggie Michael
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAIRO, Egypi — Al-Qaida
threatened faster, harder strikes
against the United Stales and
Israel in a statement attributed to
the group that appeared on a militant Web site Sunday.
"The Jewish Crusader coalition
will not be safe anywhere from
the fighters' attacks," the audio
statement said, using a term
common among Islamic militants for what Ihey see as a U.S.Israeli alliance.
"We will hit the most vital centers and we will strike against its
strategic operations with all possible means."
The statement was attributed
to al-Qaida spokesman Sulaiman
Abu Ghaith. The site, which has
posted previous statements
attributed lo the tenor network,
included what appeared to be a
photograph taken from a frame
from video of Abu Ghaith.
The Web site also posted a text
version of the statement.
The pan-Arab satellite station
Al-lazeera broadcast parts of the
audio version and said the voice
sounded similar to that on past
al-Qaida videotapes featuring
Abu Ghaith.
The whereabouts of Abu

Ghaith, along with al-Qaida
leader Osama bin Laden, have
been a mystery since the terror
network was chased out of its
haven in Afghanistan by U.S.
bombing following the Sept. 11
attacks.
"We will chase the enemy using
the weapon of 'tenor' by widening fighting fronts and conducting more concentrated and faster
operations... so (the enemy) feels
unsafe and unstable on land, air
and sea," the statement said.
The statement also said a purported al-Qaida claim of responsibility for the Nov. 28 attacks on
Israel targets in Kenya was genuine. That claim was posted on
several other Islamic sites lasl
week.
The attacks in Kenya included
a hotel bombing that killed 10
Kenyans, three Israelis and the
bombers, and a botched attempt
to shoot down an Israeli charter
plane.
Sunday's statement said alQaida does not usually claim
responsibility for attacks but
would do so "according to the relevant circumstances."
U.S. officials have said they
considered the claim of responsibility for the Kenya attacks to be
credible.
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WORLD
Prices cause hunger
By Misean Curbs
IME ASSOCIATED PRESS

DIEPSLOOT, South Africa —
Just last year Tyrone Valoyi
earned more than enough as an
electrician to feed his wife and
seven children a hearty dinner
of chicken and gravy several
times a week.
He still has his job, but now
they are lucky to get meat once a
month.
Skyrocketing food prices over
the past year have many South
Africans who once made a
decent living struggling to feed
their families.
"I have to rely on handouts
from people," says Valoyi, whose
family lives in a two-room tin
shack in Diepsloot, a township
just outside lohannesburg.
Although this country has
been relatively unscathed by a
drought that has been partly
blamed for a hunger crisis in six
nearby nations, poor South
Africans are facing a crisis of
their own.
Food prices have more than
doubled
since January.
Increases have been steepest for
staples like com meal that comprise much of the diet of the
poor.
The surge has been blamed in
part on the depreciation of
South Africa's currency, the rand,
and on the increase in demand
for grain because of food shortages in neighboring countries.
While those who've long been
without jobs continue their daily
struggle to survive, it is the working poor who suddenly find
themselves confronted with bitter lives that they worked so hard
to avoid.
The sole breadwinner for her
family of six, Langa says buying
food takes 70 percent of the $85
she earns a month as an assis-

Oenls Farrell AP Photo

RISING PRICES: Women wash factory reject eggs to sell at the informal trade center north of
Johannesburg, Oct. 2. Poor South Africans find various ways of making money fo pay for staple
foods (hat have doubled and in some cases tripled since the beginning of the year.
lain baker. She struggles to
stretch the S25 left over to pay for
clothes, health care, school fees
and other things for two adults
and four children.
"My mother is out of work,
and I have to spend so much
money on food. It's really hurting," Langa says.
In a country where more than
30 percent of Ihe population is
unemployed, many are much
worse off than Langa.
Reacting to calls for help,
South Africa's government
agreed to increase social aid, hut
only a slight boost in the monthly child support grant — from
$13 to $14. It said il would look
into setting up grain reserves to
offset potential price spikes in
the future.

The
government
also
announced a plan by private
companies to offer 1,000 tons of
corn meal a month at nearly half
price.
The measures have received a
mixed reception. Business leaders were relieved the government did not institute price controls or subsidies that might
damage the market, but many
poor people feel the government is not doing nearly
enough.
"If the government really
wants to help us, it should subsidize all basic foods, including
milk and potatoes, and it should
make the child support grant a
little higher," says Cleophas
Khumalo, 30, a clerical worker.

Government officials say
South Africans must learn to rely
on themselves and should look
into starting community vegetable gardens to help feed

themselves,
"We want to promote self-sufficiency and a sustainable economy through agricultural and
economic initiatives," says Nana
Zenani, spokeswoman for the
agriculture department.
In the meantime, many of the
working poor are growing more
frustrated at a country where a
small percentage of people control so much of the wealth.
"These programs might help
people a little, but nothing will
really change for us," Valoyi says.
"The rich will stay rich and the
poor will slay poor."
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BG SPORTS

F00TBA1L- MARSHALL SCORES LATE, COMES BACK TO BEAT TOLEDO, WIN MAC TITLE PAGE a

MONDAY

Men's basketball

Wednesday, Saturday

December 9,
2002

BG travels to Crisler Arena in
Ann Arbor, Mich.. Wednesday
night to take on the
Wolverines, while defending
Southeastern Conference
champion and nationallyranked Alabama awaits BG in
Mobile Saturday.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Women's basketball

Wednesday, Saturday
After splitting a pair of games
in Florida over the weekend,
the Falcons take on Indiana
Purdue-Fort Wayne and
Cleveland State this week.

Irish's
special
teams do
BGin

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Swimmers fourth at
Notre Dame Invite

By Erica Gambaccini
ASSISUNI SPORIS EDITOR

The Bowling G'.een women's
swimming team finished
fourth out of 15 teams in this
weekend's
Notre
Dame
Invitational.
The Falcons got four secondplace finishes on Saturday to
boost them into fourth.
More coming tomorrow.

Just like
William
Simmons
JOEL HAMMOND

Sports editor
Bill Simmons is my hero.
The ESPN Page Two columnist writes three columns a
week, varying in importance
and ridiculousness. The guy
basically combines his vast
knowledge of sports history
with a witty sense of humor to
produce snide remarks that
make me laugh out loud during
my Journalism 320 class.
Thus, like many other admirers do, I will now try my hand at
producing a column much like
his — apologize to your professors for me if 1 happen to make
you laugh out loud during class.
• That gunshot you heard
came from the hotel room of
Dallas Mavericks center Shawn
Bradley, just after he watched
ESPN air their "ten best dunks
over Shawn Bradley" segment
Friday night. The list included
guys like Steve Francis, who
checks in at just over six feet tall,
bringing down the house over
the 7-6 Bradley.
• I think Byron Leftwich has a
chip in his helmet to know
when the cameras are on him.
because as soon as the camera
pans to him, his leg hurts again
and he has to limp. Pure comedy.
• Even if Tiger Woods does
play in the Masters, he won't be
able to hear any bad comments
from women's supporters — his
dad will be overpowering everyone with chants of "cha-ching."
• Is anyone else waiting for
the moment when Tim
McCarver storms the set of CBS'
NFI. pregame show and blurts
out, "You're a real man, Deion!"
like after the playoff game when
Deion Sanders dumped water
on McCarver?
• I think Andy Barch, Zach
Baker, lason Dixon and myself
could hold the Carolina
Panthers to less than 52 points.
• Colonel Nathan R. lessup
and Warren Sapp: fight of the
century.
• In my opinion, there's nothing like watching a baseball
game on ESPN Classic, that you
know is the 1993 Jim Abbott's
no-hitter against the Indians,
and cheering for the Indians to
get a hit. Classic.
• I don't think I'm alone in
hoping that Miami drills Ohio
Stale, just so I don't have to hear
about how sweet Craig Krenzel
and Chris Gamble are.
• Heckling Akron coach Dan
I lipsher, whose two sons played
lor him, at the Mid-American
SIMMONS. PAGE 9
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JAMMED UP: BG's Mark Wires is stuck In the boards with two Michigan State players in the Falcons' win two weeks ago. The team traveled to Notre Dame this weekend, and split a pair of games.

BG drops two to Irish
The Falcons fall to
the Irish Saturday
night, 6-3, and 5-2
last night.
By Kevin Shields
smuts REPORIER

The Bowling Green hockey
team entered the Joyce Center at
Notre Dame Saturday night riding a two-game winning streak,
but fell short to the Irish by a
score of 6-3. It was a game that
saw the Falcons get their highest
shot total on net for the season;
however, the Notre Dame power
play proved to be the difference.
It was an evenly-played first
period to begin the game as both
teams scored once and had even
scoring chances. Notre Dame
drew first blood as Yan Stastny
beat Falcon goaltender lordan

Sigalet at the 4:54 mark, later in
the period, Bowling Green got on
the scoreboard after Ryan
Barnett scored at 17:02 mark
with
assists from Alex
Rogosheske and Ion Sitko. The
period came to a close with the
game tied at one and Notre
Dame having 15 shots on goal to
10 for the Falcons.
The second period was the
real turning point of the game as
the Irish slipped three goals past
lordan Sigalet. Notre Dame
struck first in the period with a
power play goal by Rob Globke,
which made it a 2-1 Irish lead.
Bowling Green answered back
with 7:54 to go in the period with
Brian Escobedo getting his first
goal of the season from Alex
Rogosheske. A Falcon penalty set
up an Irish power play goal by
Cory Mcl-ean only a minute and
half later, which put the Irish
ahead again at 3-2. Then the final

goal of the period came at the
16:13 mark as once again the
Irish capitalized on the power
play with a goal from Brett
Irbtla. The period came to a
close with the Irish ahead 4 to 2
and the Falcons having 16 shots
on goal to 23 for (he Irish.
As the final period began, the
Falcons looked to have some
new life as Brett Pilkington
ripped a hard slap shot past Irish
goaltender Morgan Cey, bringing it to a 4-3 Irish advantage.
The Irish answered right back,
though, with a goal by Evan
Nielsen making it another 2 goal
cushion.
The Falcons out-shot the Irish
in the period, but they just
couldn't take advantage of their
scoring chances.
"We gave ourselves chances
down the stretch, but just couldn't capitalize," said Falcon coach

Parker's basket
downs Falcons, BG
drops to 2-2 overall

Women
beat Fla
Atlantic
BOCA RATON, Fla. — The
BG women's basketball team
split a pair of games at the
Roundball Classic in Boca
Raton. Florida this weekend.
The tournament was hosted
by Florida Atlantic University.
The Falcons downed the
hosts Friday night, 77-62, and
lost to undefeated UNCWilmington Saturday by a
count of 72-55.
Francine Miller led BG
against FAU with 13 points,
while Kim Griech scored 30
in the team's loss to UNCW.
BG, now at 2-3, is in the
midst of a six-game streak
awav from home.

Scott Paluch.
Notre Dame added their
fourth power play goal of the
game with 4 minutes left, as Cory
Mclean got his second of the
game. The game ended with the
Irish getting a 6 to 3 win, which
moved them to (7-6-2 overall, 66-0 CCHA) and dropped the
Falcons to (3-10-1 overall, 1-9-1
CCHA).
Coach Paluch commented on
how his team played during the
evening.
"The first 10 minutes of the
game, I felt we got off to slow
start," said Paluch. "I thought we
were a good 5 on 5 hockey team
for the majority of the evening."
The Falcons fell last night, as
well, as Notre Dame won its second straight, 5-2. There will be
plenty more about the second
game of the series in tomorrow's
edition ofTheBG News.

Special teams were the key
in Notre Dame's 6-3 win
Saturday night over the
Bowling Green hockey te
The Falcons knew head
into South Bend that in order
to win, they were going to
have to play extremely well
on the power play and penalty kill.
"We can play any team
five-on-five and win," Roger
Leonard said before the
game. "If we take stupid
penalties it's going to be
tough on us."
The Falcons might not
have taken many stupid
penalties Saturday night, but
they were unable to stop
Notre Dame's offense when
short-handed.
The Fighting Irish went 4for-6 on the power play, while
the Falcons finished the
game 0-for-6 with the man
advantage.
"Special teams were big
tonight especially after struggling last weekend in Alaska."
said Irish head coach Dave
Poulin. "The power play had
been moving the puck real
well over the last few games,
we just weren't capitalizing
on our chances. 1 told them
before the game to be
patient, that the goals will
come and that we'll have a 4for-6 night. Killing all six of
their chances was enormous."
Poulin was right — the
chances did come for the
Irish, but the Falcons put up a
fight. Had it not been for
Notre Dame's power play
goals, the Falcons might have
gone home with a victory.
"I thought five-on-five, for
most of the evening we were
a pretty good hockey team,"
said BG head coach Scott
Paluch. "They were much
better on the special teams.
... Notre Dame did a good job
getting it |the puckl down
there. Their special teams
were the difference in the
game."
Three of Notre Dame's four
power play goals came in the
second period and most were
when there were a lot of people around the net.
"They did a good job getting guys in front of me," said
BG goaltender Jordan Sigalet.
"There was traffic in front
and they shot from the point,
so I had trouble seeing the
puck."

THE A SSOCIAT ( D PRESS

SEARCHING: BG forward Cory Eyink looks to maneuver around a
Buffalo defender last Wednesday. BG fell to Northwestern Saturday.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COfrVSPORTS

EVANSTON,
III.
—
Northwestern's T.J. Parker hit
a game winning layup with
seven seconds left Saturday
and finished with 15 points as
Northwestern
nipped
Bowling Green 62-60.
Parker dribbled the length
of the court and went around
the Bowling Green defense
for his game-winner. It came
right after Bowling Green's
Ronald Lewis was called for
traveling with 15 seconds left.
Lilian Mattox hit a I point
er to give Bowling Green a 60-

59 lead with 34 seconds left.
John Reimold hit a threepointer with 2:57 left to give
Bowling Green a 57-56 lead,
but Aaron Jennings split a
pair of free throws to tie the
game at 57.
Kevin Netter led Bowling
Green in scoring with 20
points.
Reimold finished with 17
points before fouling out with
48 seconds left. He hit 5-of-6
three-pointers.
Jennings and freshman
limmy Maley had 13 points
each for Northwestern.
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Leftwich, Marshall down UT
Unlike last year,
when Toledo rallied
for a win in the title
game, Marshall
made a comeback
of their own to win.
ByJohnRaby
I HE ASSOCIMtO PRESS

HUNT1NGTON, W.Va. —
Byron leftwich gol up from I hit
that sparked a fight to throw two
late touchdowns, including a 40yarder with 49 seconds left as
Marshall beat
Toledo 49-45 in the MidAmerican Conference championship game Saturday.
Leftwich went 32-of-42 for 404
yards and four TDs to overshadow the four rushing touchdowns
by Toledo redshirt freshman
Trinity Dawson, who finished
with a career-high 130 yards.
The game was marred by a
third-quarter fight that started
when I-eftwich took a late hit
from linebacker David Gardner
after an interception.
Marshall lineman Steve Peretta
then went after Gardner, and
Toledo lineman Lantz leudy
retaliated against Peretta
Several Toledo players rushed
onto the field and players from
both teams exchanged shoves
before order was restored.
Gardner was called for a personal foul. Peretta and leudy were
ejected.
The hit didn't seem to bother
Leftwich, who already was
slowed by a shin injury sustained
a month ago.
Leftwich, who has 4,019 passing yards this season, became the
conference's all-time leading
passer Saturday with 11.654, surpassing the 11,299 yards set bv
Tim Lester from 1996-99.
Marshall (10-2) won its fifth
championship since rejoining

the league six seasons ago. The
exception was last year, when
Toledo won 41-36 after trailing
23-0.
Toledo (9-4) fell behind again
Saturday, trailing 14-0 in the first
quarter and 28-10 late in the sec
ond.
And again, the Rockets came
back.
Toledo overcame a 17-point
deficit behind Dawson, who had
second-half TD runs of 2,10 and
2 yards to go with a 37-yardcr in
the second quarter.
The lead changed six times in
the second half.
Dawson's 19-yard run set up
Brian Jones' I-yard plunge with
3:35 left in the game, but lason
Bobbins missed the extra point
wide right and Toledo led 45-42.
Marshall got the ball back on its
27 with 3:24 left. Toledo missed a
chance to ice the win when Keon
lackson dropped a possible interception.
A few plays later, Patrick Body
was called for pass interference
with 54 seconds left, giving
Marshall a first down at the
Rockets 40.
On the next play, Leftwich hit
Darius Watts at the 10 and he
scored, untouched.
With no timeouts, Toledo drove
to the Marshall 39, but lones' pass
was knocked down in the end
zone as time ran out
lones finished with 221 yards
passing to become Toledo's single-season passing leader with
3,115 yards, breaking the mark of
2,955 set by Chris Wallace in 1997.
The teams already were penciled in for bowls before the
game. Marshall will head to the
GMAC Bowl for the second
straight year on Dec 18 in Mobile,
Ala., while Toledo will make a
return trip to the Motor City Bowl
Bob Bird W Photo
on Dec 26 in Detroit
The 94 combined points broke
the MAC title game record of 77 RUNNING ROOM: Marshall receiver Darius Watts sprints after beating Toledo's Brock Dodrill in the second quarter of the Mid-American Conference championship game.
set last year by the two teams.

Rockets
to face
Boston
College
DETROIT - The Motor
City Bowl finalized its 2002
bowl matchup Saturday by
inviting the Boston College
Golden Eagles to face the
University
of
Toledo
Rockets
Thursday,
December 26 (5:00 p.m.,
ESPN). Motor City Bowl
officials extended the bid to
Boston College at the completion of Saturday's college football action.
Eagles Athletic Director
Gene DeFilipo is expected
to accept the Motor City
Bowl bid following yesterday's BCS selections.
Boston College, behind
celebrated
quarterback
Brian St. Pierre, is 8-4 during a season that saw them
win five of their last seven
games. The Eagles own victories
over
Stanford,
Syracuse and a hard-fought
triumph over then-undefeated Notre Dame in South
Bend. They will be the first
Big East Conference team
to plav in the Motor City
Bowl.
"We
are
extremely
pleased to extend a welcome to Boston College for
our bowl game this year,"
said Ken Hoffman, the
Motor City Bowl's Executive
Director.
"The Eagles are a quality
team from an outstanding
conference. We are thrilled
about the prospect of having a team of this caliber
coming to Detroit."

With win, Cleveland still in hunt
for AFC Central championship
By Eddie Pels
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JACKSONVILLE, Fla - Quincy
Morgan caught a desperation
heave with no time left, then waited as officials upheld the play on
review to give the Cleveland
Browns a 21-20 victory yesterday
over lacksonville.
Morgan fought off tight coverage from Fernando Bryant on the
final play. As the two fell to the
ground. Morgan cradled Tim
Couch's 50-yard pass into his
body with his right hand. Side
judge Bill Spyksma signaled
touchdown.
The ball looked as if it might
have touched the ground as
Morgan hit the turf, but after a
review of about 90 seconds, referee Ron Winter said there was no
indisputable evidence to overturn die play.
Phil Dawson kicked the extra

point for the one-point margin
and the Browns (7-6) stayed very
much alive in the playoff picture,
pulling within a half-game of
Pittsburgh in the AFC North.
It was a fitting finish to a rivalry
that has served up a number of
memorable moments. Unlike last
year in Cleveland, when an official's replay on a disputed catch
upheld a 15-10 laguars victory,
lacksonville fans did not throw
bottles or debris onto the field.
Instead, they simply shuffled
out the exits, bemoaning the
team's third-straight loss.
Coach Tom Coughlin fell facefirst to the ground after the play.
The laguars (5-8) are guaranteed
of not having a winning record for
the third straight year, and
Coughlin's job could hang in the
balance.
The laguars took a 17-14 lead
on Danny Boyd's 33-yard field

goal with 2:32 remaining They
looked as if they had sealed the
game when Akin Ayodele intercepted Couch a few plays later
and returned it to the Browns' 24.
But the Browns had all three of
their timeouts left and held the
laguars to another field goal with
52 seconds left.
A short kickoff gave die Browns
the ball near midfield. After a sack
and an 8-yard gain. Couch
dropped back and direw the ball
high to Morgan, who has a 3-inch
height advantage on Bryant, the
only defender covering him.
The touchdown was Morgan's
second of the day. Earlier, he
pushed comerback lason Craft to
the ground and got himself wide
open for a 60-yard score to tic the
game at 14-14.
Fred Taylor ran for 145 yards for
the laguars, including a 24-yard
burst that set up the go-ahead

FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

field goal. I le looked to be the star
of the game — until the fantastic
finish.
Couch finished 21-for-35 for
264 yards with the two TDs to
Morgan and two interceptions.
Morgan's desperation catch
was the second the Browns have
pulled off in four years In their
expansion season of 1999. Couch
hit Kevin Johnson for a 56-yard
score on die last play against New
Orleans to give the Browns their
first win in their return to the
league.
Ever since they came back, the
Browns have served up some of
the most entertaining theater in
the league. Just tliis season, they
lost an unbelievable 40-39 game
to the Chiefs when Dwayne Rudd
took his helmet off and threw it to
celebrate. He was penalized 15
yards and Kansas City kicked the
winning field goal.

Burrwood Estates. Ltd.
• 3 & 4 bedroom, 2 bath houses
with 1 & 2 car garages
• fireplaces, washer/dryer, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, & A/C

Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am - 1 pm)

Greenbriar, Inc.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
www.wcnetorgr/~gbrental

GAME-WINNER: Cleveland's Quincy Morgan hauls in the gamewinning touchdown against Jacksonville yesterday.

FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING SPECIAL
$75.00off Deposit per person
offer expires December 20, 2002

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people
• Apt. 49 - 72 (A/C & fireplace)
• Apt. 1 - 48 (A/C only)
• Close to campus!

Nigel Cook AP Photo

East Merry Avenue Apartments

3

(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

o

Field Manor Apartments

+*

Frazee Avenue Apartments

(519 Leroy Ave., 542, & 560 Frazee Ave.)
(818 Thurstin, 624, 670, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

o
a> Close to Campus!

O
Hours:

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am - l pm)

GREENBRIAR, INC.

(419) 352-0717

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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McGahee may be the man
SIMMONS. FROM PAGE 7
Conference basketball tournament last March was the best
thing I've ever done, despite the
fact that it got chicken wings
thrown at my roommate.
Especially after mcLeod hit a
game-winning fadeaway three
to win the game.
• lust for the heck of it: Chris
Bando, Candy Maldonado and
Mike Gallego.
• Ohio State's basketball uniforms when lim lackson,
Lawrence Funderburkc and
Chris lent were there are the
coolest things I've ever seen, all
the way down to the gray shoes.
• When I bought stock in
"Kurt Warner will go from grocery bagger, to NFL MVP and
toast of St. Louis and back to
grocery bagger at Bob's Bait and
Tackle." I didn't think I'd be able
to cash in this quickly!
• Speaking of Kurt Warner, I
bet he mistakenly calls his wife
"mom" at least twice a week.
• I'm still waiting for the next
Shaq movie blockbuster — you
know, the follow up to Kazaam.
• I'm also still waiting for the
Deion Sanders'lamie l-oxxduo:
"It must be Willie Beamen's
money."
• Note to anyone who is a
candidate for the Heisman
Trophy: six touchdowns in your
final game can only help your
cause. See: Willis Mc( iaheo.
• Lastly, I may be in the
minority here, but there is nothing funnier to me than a professional athlete, after signing a
contract with a different team
than he's spent his entire career
with, giving the old "It's about
winning, it's about feeling
loved" routine. That's like
George getting the "It's not you,
it's me" routine.

Classified
Acls
372-6977

The BG New* will not kno
;ly accept udvertiiemenls ilmt discriminate
encourage di»crimination uguinitt any IncJ
ii.il in K'11"!' OM
creed, religion.
the bus is of race. sex.
nation il origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a vetcrun. or on the basis ofuny other legally protected stutus.
The DO News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as
those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All advertisements are subject to editing and approval

Campus Events

Travel

Wed.. Dec. 11 at 9:30 pm.
Women's Club Softball Into Meeting
Perry Field House Meeting Room.

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida Free parties,
food & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST pnces!www. breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
"•ACT FAST! Save SSS. Get Soring
Break Discounts!. .1 888 THINK
SUN (1 -888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www springbreakdiscounts.com
SPRING BREAK 03
with StudentCitv.comt
Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD S DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee1
REPS WANTED! Organize 15
Inends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to promote StudentCity.com! Call 1 -800293-1445 or e-mait
salesOstudentcity.com today!
Gary I. Rothsteln 8G News

HEISMAN, ANYONE?: Willis McGahee runs lor one of his six touchdowns in Saturday's win over Virginia
Tech. McGahee is a strong candidate for the Heisman Trophy, which will be handed out Saturday night.

SPRING BREAK INSANITY
www inter-rjimniis.com or call
1-800-327-6013 guaranteed lowest
prices! Free Dnnks/meals/Trips!
Our 17th year reps wanted!
USA Spring Break
Presents
Spring Break 2003
Campus Reps Wanted
Earn 2 tree trips tor 15 people
Cancun, Bahamas, MazaBan.
Jamaica, Acapulco. South Padre
and Florida
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077

rvwwusaspnnabteah.com
Sun Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun, Acapulco. Mazatlan, Jamaica
or the Bahamas lor FREE1 Call us
now at 1-800-795-4786 or email us
at salesesuncoaatvacatlons.com!

^noraRr^HaiaaBSEEfcaHaeBHs

MONDAY NIGHT

GGOGK DD2 QODtf OR B@DQBraS,GQM
44b L Waist nr St.
Bswllni Grain. IH
43402

Mai-FN
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-tpm

University Dining Service!

6th Annual

Canned Food &
Clothing Drive
"Lite's most
urgent question
1st what are you
doing Cor others'
- Martin Luther King

HALF-OFF
SPECIALS

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

LISTINGS
AVAILABLE
FOR

?

1,2 and 3 Bedroom apartments

CA

Management Inc.

2003 & 2004
SCHOOL YEAR!

NOW OPEN

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great locations!
Pick up your listing at the Rental office.

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Millsdale Apt. 1082 Pabvtew,
2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher ■ Garbage Disposal
Bath & 1/2 - Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Call 353-5800

Everything is reasonably priced
and we're even open on

Saturday

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies - Laundry on site
Call 353-5800

M-F - 8:30-5:30
Sat. - 8:30-5:00
• across from Taco Bell •
Furnished and Unfurnished Units

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL319ESTATE,
INC.
E. WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH

Rental Office:

(419)354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

,

Management Inc.

i

2PM EVERYDAY

\ /

(iume lime from 9pm-II :30pm

Don't Be Left
Out in the Cold!
Rent From NEWL»VE
Rentals

One Bedroom Apartments:
•320 Elm
-117N. Main $?
•109 N. Main #H
»128 W. Wooster
•114 S. Main
Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes & Houses:
• 320 Elm
• 801-803 Fifth
•109 N. Main #G
• 520 E. Reed
•311, 315"2 & 319 S. Main
»507 & 525 E. Merry
•824 & 843 Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses:
•330 N. Church
»338 N. Church-house
•433 & 441 N. Enterprise-house

Willow House Apt. 830 4th St
1 Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
http://www.meccabg.com

r

v5 BA* SERVICE BEGimtT

Semester Leases Available
ifi§y

L=_r

DEC. HTM

BLACK SWAMP PUB'

Collection bins
located in each
Dining Center.

**2^

MONDAY

CHECK OUT THE WEEKLY

Stop In and See Us'
Pick Up Our Complete
Rental Brochure
Also available is our Graduate and
Professional Listing.

NEWIWE
Rentals
352-5620
iii'ulnl'' ihiror.ncl

332 s. Main (our only office)
www.newloyeroalty.com

..V
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For Sale

For Rent

1990 Chevy Corsica. 129K miles.
good condition Must sell. $1100
OBO Call 419-353-7124.

Female sublessor needed ASAP.
Own bed/bath. Close to campus.
$312.50 & elec ./mo. Jen 352-1273.

'99 Dakota RT, 30 K, tinted windows. sunroof, remote start w/
alarm. 330 HP w/ upgraded engine.
Asking $15,000 OBO.419-897-0558.

Female subleaser needed through
May 03. $275/mo. Call Lisa
at 419-352-0736

The Daily Crossword Fix HAf-OD
brought to you by

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's 11 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
nrwwwststravel.com

Services Offered

Credit Problems???
Need Money???
We can help!!
Call Today!
Toll Free: 1-877-523-2981
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Confidential Eating Disorder Support
Group Women & Men at all stages
of recovery. Every Monday from
6:30-8 pm in 107 Hanna Hall Call
Judy Miller at 372-7426 for more
information.
INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS
AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
BASKET8ALL
COMPLETE AND
RETURN TAKE-HOME TEST AND
APPLICATION BY JAN. 17 FORMS
AVAILABLE FROM
130 PERRY
FIELO HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON JAN. 21 AND 22.
Mike Stickles formally at Mirage
Salon now at Changes on Mane.
S7 Men's clipper cuts. Women's
highlights starting at $25. Call for
additional specials 419-352-2611
or 419-352-4101

Bed brand new. Oueen size pillow
top set. full warranty. Will sacrifice
SI65 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465

RCART2250 home theater Audiovideo receiver. 350 watt. 6 speaker
system $125. Call 354-3208

Furnished 2 BR apt. Close lo campus. Avail. Spring Semester
Call 419-353-2891.

For Rent

Houses « Apts for 2003-2004
school yr. 1-3 person homes avail.,
12 mo. leases only. Steve Smith
419-352-8917. No calls after 8pm.
Listing at 532 Manvitle Ave. Office

""(New! Carlv Studios (New)
Now leasing for 2nd semester &
beyond to seniors & grad. students.
Fully lumished, including 25" TV. all
utilities. From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs. & wkends 352-1520.
"03-04 house & apt. listings avail.
Located 24/7 at 316 E. Merry «3 or
will mail them. All next to campus.
Signing leases now Call 353-0325
9am-9pm
1 Bdrm apt. available now.
Gas heat, water & sewer free.

Call 419-354-9740
Wanted

1 bdrm apt. lor sublease. Spring '03
semester. $410 plus utilimo. Please
call 353-3453 for more info.

1 Female subleaser needed
ASAP thru May 31 St. $200 mo.
Contact Kelly at 419-308-7711

1 subls. Jan-May lor Ig. 2 bdrm. apt
$240/mo plus elec. 352-1554.

Graduation tickets needed!
Will pay.
Call Megan at 352-0656.
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay.
Call Nicole at 354-0374
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay.
Call Brian O 419-352-0761
Graduation tickets needed.
Will pay
Call Becca at 214-5409
Sterling U. apt. avail.Will pay you
S250-F. rmte needed ASAP-May 03.
Rent $325/mo Call 419-353-2441.

Help Wanted

2 bdrm apts. available in serene
park-like setting. From $500 mo.,
includes appliances, heat. &
refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
2 Bdrm. fum. apt. for fall sem. or
03AM school yr $450/mo. Includes
util. No pets, no smoking. Close to
campus. Ask for Tim 353-5074.
2 bdrm Ig. apt. Vaulted ceilings,
spiral stairs, 2 car garage. deck.cVw.
fum, $700/mo. Avail. 2003-2004 Call
352-1104.
2 bdrm. Ig. apt. Vaulted ceilings,
spiral stairs, 2 car garage, deck.d/w,
lurn. Avail. 03-04 Call 352-1104.
2 bed home. CIS. to campus, art.
cond, yard. shed, pre-wired surr.
snd. $600/mo Call 494-1465.

$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

2 bedroom., furnished. Avail,
immedienly 1 block from campus.

Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary. Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112

2 Female Sub-leasers needed.
419-353-4293

EARN $$$$ FOR THE HOLIDAYS
$17 guaranteed based-appt. Work
lull or pt/time during break. Continue
in 03. Scholarships/internships avail,
conditions exist Apply now start
after finals Call 419-865-9741
Join Ohio Citizen Action in its fight
against pollution. Mon.-Fri. 1:3010:30pm. $350/week * bonus. Part
time also available! 419-255-6028.
Local Childcare Facility
now hiring for Tues. and Thurs.
next semester. Call 352-2506
Marketing Associate. Local investment advisory practice looking for
an individual who is self-motivated
with excellent verbal skills for telephone-based marketing. NO direct
selling Position will provide right
person with excellent opportunity to
grow and learn an exciting industry
the right way. Competitive hourly
wage Please call 419-891-3100 or
fax resume to 419-891-2281 if interested.
Wachovia Securltlaa Now Hiring
Part-time Stockbroker Assistant.
Applicant should be interested in
becoming a stockbroker. Duties
include: contacting clients and
prospects on investments, stock/mutual fund research, client mailings, &
computer
operations.
Ideal
for
Freshmen & Sophomores. Wages &
hours Flexible 419-861-9838

352-5239

3 bdrm. duplex avail. Aug. 15,
Close to univ., no pets.

•FREE lunch*
Son: S15 Dances

Mon: Toledo's
(.Hottest Amateur
Contest rjlOpm

Tue: 24-1 Day
Covert Drinks
Ved: $10 Dances
Thr: FREE Cover
135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 531-0079

Large 1 bdrm. furnished apt. close
to campus from Jan-Aug., or longer
$325/mo Call 353-9450 from 3-9pm
Lg. 2 Bdrm apt dose to campus.
Nice complex, great neighbors.
pets allowed. Call 419-352-2919
Now Renting 2003-2004
800 3rd St.-1 or2bdrms.
616 2nd St.- 3 bdrms. & effic
137 N. ChurcR-1 bdrm.
For more info call 354-9740
Roommate needed for spring sem.
Own BR & Bath. HILLSDALE APT.
Call Julia or Bridget at 353-4849
ROOMMATE NEEDED!
Rent only $2007mo. Bargain!
Call 354-0731.

Spring Semester Rentals Available
Good selection & good locations.
Call John Newlove Real Estate
Rental Office. 354-2260

Available Dec 2002. 3-4 bdrm
house. Completely remodeled.
419-308-2456
BRAND NEW 1 bdrm apt. for JanDec, lease. Great for Dec 03 grads.
A/C. dshwsh. vaulted ceilings, close
to campus. $410Vmo. 419-344-6607
BRAND NEW APT. © Sterling, on
Napoleon. Immediate Occupancy or
move In 2nd semester. Furnished,
incl. Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub. fitness & computer ctr. air co. and
parking. No Deposit. Take over
lease thru May 2003. $355/mo. Will
pay share of utilities until Dec 31
and rent tree until Jan. 1. $100 Cash
Bonus if signed by Jan. 1. Call 419346-3486

JAPANESE RESTAURANT
1616 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(Located in Greenwood Cenlre)
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
28
31
34
37
38
41
43
44

Analyze ore
Gee!
Pass over
Dem or Ashley
Pro _ (in proportion)
Mexican money
Machine with a ribbon
Singer Lovett
Cool or groovy
Lower
Yeah, sure!
Sign up
Dance club
Adds years
End hunger
Workout wear
Hollyhock or hibiscus
Swashbuckler Flynn
Sch. org
Prevailing condition
Susan of "LA. Law"
Phone greeting

46
48
50
51
55
57
59
61
64
65
66
68
69
70
71
72
73

12
13
18
24
26
29
30
32
33
35
36
38
39
40
42

Beliefs
Expel f'om a country
Dignitary in DC
"Planet of the _"
Peer recognition
Climb
Jacuzzis
Disavow
The Most Trusted Name in
Electronics
Service-station Job
Tab-brackets separators
Iowa State city
Ubangi feeder
Wear away
Power unit
Kett of old comics
Opposing teams

Most limber
U.S. defense grp.
Twisting force

Era
Put into a cipher
Stirrup bone
Drench once again
Eyelid woes

Deli side
Large wildcat
Breton, e.g.
Environs
William Toll's canton
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DACOR
3&8K DSl

"'iAtiMw.ilaoor.net
or call 419.352.3S68

\ £p

Finals Are
Coming!!!

Subleaser needed ASAP lor spring
sem. Efficiency across from campus
on Thurstin. Own park spot Monthly
rent + util Call Sarah at 353-1589
Subleaser needed ASAP.
1 large bdrm. apt. $325/mo + util.
Contact Andrea at 419-340-9837
Subleaser needed ASAP 1 bdrm., 1
bath, pets allowed, pay electic only.
Dec. 23-May 11. 725 9th St. 13 Call
Molly 352-7071.
Subleaser needed for Jan. 03.
$340/mo, fully furn. Will pay 1 st
months' utilities. Call Mike 353-3892
Subleaser needed $275'mo *uiil &
gas Contact Ruth at 419-353-3699
or rfhodgeObgnet.bgsu.edu
Sublsr. needed ASAP till May. Own
room, great location, only $200Vmo.
4 1/3 util Info, call Carli 353-7739.

Tuesday

2
Dinners
for

$10

One-Hour
Full Body Massage
Now
Only

$25

Gift Certificates Available
Wm. Matthew Wolph
Professional Masseur
419-348-0508
211 S. Mercer St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Offer Expires 01-31-03

*.*T.

/foot
on TH/

•Ham

(Spaghetti

•Pot Roast

»Chop Steak

1021 S. Main St.
352-0123

HOLIDAY
HELP

Apply Now

dinner meal

Mon.-Thurs.
To Start After Finals
No Door to
Door Telemarketing
Great For Resume
www.semesterbreakwork.com

419-865-9741

Hillsdnk Api. 1082 Fiirview,
I & 2 Bdrm Apis.
3 Bdrm Townhouscs

Our 16th Year* Award Wiwiiiig Company'

Bahamas Party

Cruise $299

Dishwashcr-Garbagc Disposal
I 1/2 Baths-Washcr/Dr>cr Hook up
(2H Bdrm i

AflfcCA

s Dart • MOM MW* • rim »■«•» • IKMW '«•«

Management Inc.

Cancun $459

KvtTRreen Apt. 215 E. Ptw
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms

7 KtfjMl • A* ft Hot** • fru) tv* ft M Hn. ol Drtnki

Laundry on site
BGSU BusSlop

Jamaica S469

Management Inc.

7 Nigha - Air ft HaM • 11 rUun of On.-* •

Mww.SnringBreaKTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

iii'in/sitr Apt., 7io N. Enterprise

\&2 Bdrms
A/C-Dishwashcr-Garhagc Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrm.

MaiiaRenvrnf Inc.

Blue House, 120 Prospect

U-HAUL
Truck & Trailer Rentals at
Smith Machine & Welding
520 S. Maple
Bowling Green, OH
In Town Location

2 Bdrms.

Close to Downtown/Campus

♦jtfEfcCA
M.uiajfrmrnl Inc.

Crcenheaver Apt.. 642 S College
2 Bdrm Apis
Can have PET (exIraS)

716 K. WMH
I BdrmApl.»2
Across Campus

■Rebate Given
on Early Reservations*
(3 Weeks)

Stop by our office at

104S N. Main SI
www.ineccabR.com

Phone (419) 352-5202 for Details

WATCH
BG24
NEWS

ATTENTION:
CAMPUS COMMUNITY
Be part of a special ad wishing your
friends and students well on upcoming
finals. Send everyone off to an enjoyable and relaxing holiday break!

Customer Service/Sales
Guarantee Summer
Positions

$17.00

gran

Management Inc.

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CALL 353-5800 FOR
COMPLETE LISTING

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Starting at 4 pm
Choose from:

one coupon per person

•Free Delivery

■■j

■fl

..

M

" ^H"
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Sublease or appt. lease Sterling
Univ. Apt. Fum , appliances, dw &
wsh/dry. water pd. 419-352-8980.
ask for Steve or leave msg.

Guarantee Base/Appt.

(419)-352-7070

■■ "

Sublease 1 Bdrm Landlord pays all.
but electric. Lease starting now-May
419-290-9550 or 419-354-9740.

10%
student
discount
Bring Student I.D.

1"
'

■JH

1

Gibson ot tennis
Adage
Pliant
Exist
Gapes
Pluck
Solemn vow
Peel's partner
Ed or Emmylou
Tape editor
Personal computer element
Man or Dogs
45
Ginsberg or Frost
47
Pass gossip
49
Ending for a belief
52
Sugary
53
Dismounted
Encyclopedia set. e.g. 54
56
Shoe part
58
Furtive
59
Squirrel snack
60
Taper off
62
MA follower, perhaps
63
PGA peg
67
Language symbols
Rent payer

:. I'l wnnl WaoMnr Bawling RI

3&ifrlHHfil!iiHHHH

~dejavu.com

FREE
DAYSHIFT
• FREE Cover Before 7pm •

Jan. through May furnished effic.
Across from campus. $300 OBO.
419-308-5875.

2 bdrm. apt. avail in July.
Close to univ . no pets.

z&nassmmnnmmf

Be Sure to Check Out Our

Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year Call 352-7454

Lg. 3 bdrm. apt. avail. July,
Close to univ., no pets.

3 bdrm. house for rent $800/mo.
Starting Jan. Call 353-4588.

IP

Fum. 2 bdrm. mobile home incl. w/d
$350/mo plus deposit. 806-0621.

Winthrop Terrace. 2 bdrm. apt. avail,
for spring sem. $480/mo. Last mo.
prepaid. A/C ♦ free gas. 353-0887

Call 419-352-4773

jy

Free heat. Sublease. 2 bdrm. air
cond. dishwasher. Rent only

$475/mo, 419-353-7751. leave msg.

*

H|-'<

Female Subleaser Wanted ASAP.
For Jan-May Close to campus.
Please call 353-4126

Good looking '93 Mazda 626. CD.
new tires $3,200 or best offer.
419-352-7317 evenings

" 2nd semester leases avail, discounted rates. Starts at $2207mo.
Call 353-0325 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

—-IF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

l/AVV/ H

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."
Tues.-Fri. 5:30 pm

Your message
will be included
in a special ad
size.

DEADLINE:
Tuesday, December 10th

PUBLISH:
Friday, December 13th
THE

1 cloumn x 2"

$15.00

Cable Channel 6
Call and Reserve your space today!

419-372-2605

BG
NEWS

